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LITERATURE STUDY 
 

 

 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
PSO is a metaheuristic nature-inspired algorithm. Russell C. Eberhart, an 

electrical engineer and James Kennedy, a clinical scientist, suggested and developed 

the PSO [10, 30]. Researchers proposed many variants for PSO. It is observed that every 

new PSO developed is outperforming the existing PSO. Many PSO variants are 

developed based on initialization, constriction factor, inertia weight, mutation operator, 

Niche mechanism, Swarm Topology, Fuzzy Logic, Parallelism, Dynamic Hierarchy, p 

and q parameter, multi swarm and ensemble methods. The role of IW in PSO is unique 

among others in achieving convergence. The manifestation of IW is inevitable in PSO. 

It is responsible to bring balance between exploration and exploitation of the PSO. 

  

This chapter emphasizes the IW in PSO and the contribution of various 

researchers on variants of IW based PSO.  

 

2.2 INERTIA WEIGHT BASED PARTICLE SWARM 

OPTIMIZATION 

 
PSO is improved by Shi and Eberhart [48] by introducing a new parameter IW 

to the classical PSO, BPSO. It balances between local and global search abilities. The 

purpose of IW to better control exploration and exploitation i.e., it balances the swarm 

movement [103]. The inertia weight-based PSO is called IWPSO. Equation (1.16) 

resulting as equation (2.1) with inclusion of IW, ω. 

pvid = ω * pvid + c1 * random() * (pbi - pxid)  + c2 * Random() * (pg - pxid)       (2.1) 

where ω is the IW. 
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The IW may be a positive constant or even a positive linear or non-linear 

function of use. The Fig. 2.1 shows vector representation of equation (2.1) and equation 

(1.17) in two dimensional space. In the Fig 2.1, the τ represents the second term and 

third terms of the equation (2.1). 

 

Fig. 2.1: PSO Vector representation in two dimensional space (a) velocity update (b) position update 

 

The details of the experiment are shown in the Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Experimental setup of Shi and Eberhart [48] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

function 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

20 2 

0, 0.8, 0.85, 

0.9, 0.95, 

1.0, 1.05, 

1.1, 1.2, 1.4 

Schaffer’s 

F6 (-100, 

100) 

4000 30 

   

Shi and Eberhart [48], conducted experiments to understand the behaviour of 

the IWPSO with different constant IW ie IW (0, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0, 1.05, 1.1, 1.2, 

1.4).  The experimental results show that converges to optimal solution fastly for certain 

inertia weights only. On average, an IWPSO with IW between [0.9, 1.2] would do 

better; that is, it will have a better chance of finding the global maximum in a fair 

number of iterations.  

 Shi and Eberhart [30] proposed Linearly Decreasing Inertia Weight (LDIW) to 

balance global and local search abilities. The LDIW concept influences both global and 

local quest. The IW is computed for every iteration of the swarm movement. The same 

is shown using equation (2.2). The experiment details are shown in the Table 2.2. 

�� = ��� −  ��	  × ���� −  �	 ���   +  ��                   �2.2	 
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where ωk denotes IW for kth iteration, ωi denotes initial IW, ωe denotes ending IW, 

when the algorithm runs the maximum number of iterations and, k denotes kth iteration. 

The experiment details are shown in the Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 : Experimental setup of Shi and Eberhart [30] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

function 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

20, 40, 

80 and 

160 

10, 20, 30 LDIW 

Sphere [50, 100], 

Rosenbrock [15], 

30], Rastrigin 

[2.56, 5.12] and, 

Griewank [300, 

600] 

1000, 

1500, 

2000 

15 

 Shi and Eberhart [30], observed that the results of the experiments show that the 

PSO will quickly converge, that its success is unaffected by swarm size and that it scales 

well. Due to linearly reducing inertia weight, the findings also show that the PSO can 

lack global search capability at the end of an iteration. 

Xin [105] discussed LDIW. It is one of the widely and profusely used strategies 

for computing swarm velocity. In this strategy, the inertia weight is computed using 

equation (2.3). The experiment details are shown in the Table 2.3. ������� ����ℎ�,   �� = ��� −  ��� −  ���������������   × �                                �2.3	 

Table 2.3 : Experimental setup of Xin [105] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

function 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

30 

30 – Sphere, 

Rosenbrock, 

Rastrigin, 

Griewank, 

Ackley 

10 – 

Griewank 

2 – 

Schaffer’s 

F6 

LDIW 

Sphere [-100, 

100], 

Rosenbrock [-30, 

30], Rastrigin [-

5.12, 5.12], 

Griewank [-600, 

600], Schaffer’s 

F6 [-100, 100], 

Ackley [-30, 30] 

1000, 

3000 and 

5000 

30 

  

 Li and Gao [49] proposed Exponent Decreasing IW (EDIW). The PSO use 

EDIW using equation (2.4). 

� = � �� −  �� −  �  	�!" #   $%&∗ (()*+,                        �2.4) 
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Where ωi, ωe, k, kmax as in (2.2), d1 and d2 is control factors, to control ω between ωi and 

ωe, 

Table 2.4 : Experimental setup of Li and Gao [49] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

function 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

20 10 EDIW 

Schaffer [-100, 

100], Sphere [-

100, 100], 

Rastrigin [-100, 

100], Griewank 

[-600, 600], 

Ackley [-32, 32] 

1000 30 

The numerical experiments indicate that the EDIWPSO is better than the LDIWPSO. 

The experiment details are shown in the Table 2.4. 

 

Chongpeng et al. [50] suggest three Non-linear Decreasing IW (NDIW) 

techniques based on the concept of power function to improve the balance between 

global and local search abilities. A power function connects these three approaches. The 

power function is shown using equation (2.5). 

�. =  �� +  ��� − ��	  × # 1 − 0 ����12  ,23                           �2.5	 

where p1 and p2 are two natural numbers, ωi, ωe, k, kmax as in equation (2.3) 

 

Case (i):  

When p1 = p2 = 1, it is LDIW. 

Case (ii):  

When p1 > 1 and p2 = 1, it is called Non-linear Decreasing IW – I 

(NDIW-I) 

Case (iii):  

When p1 = 1 and p2 > 1, it is called Non-linear Decreasing IW – II 

(NDIW-II) 

Case (iii):  

When p2 > p1 > 1, it is called Non-linear Decreasing IW – III  

(NDIW-III) 

The experimental results have shown that Non-linear Decreasing IW – III strategy has 

better performance over other mentioned strategies. The role of p1 and p2 is ambiguous 

in their studies. The Experimental setup is shown in the Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5 : Experimental setup of Chongpeng et al. [50] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

function 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

20, 40 

Sphere, 

Rastrigin, 

Rosenbrock  

- 10, 20 

Schaffer - 2 

LDIW, 

NDIW-I, 

NDIW-II, 

NDIW-III 

Schaffer [-100, 

100], Sphere [50, 

100], Rastrigin 

[2.56, 5.12], 

Rosenbrock [15, 

30] 

1000, 

1500 
500 

 

 Yuhui Shi and Eberhart [51] created and applied a fuzzy system to change the 

IW dynamically. The efficiency of the best candidate solution found by the PSO is 

measured by the Current Best Performance Evaluation (CBPE). Ranges of performance 

evaluation measures may vary depending on the optimization problem. To address a 

wide range of optimization problems, CBPE is normalized, called Normalized CBPE 

(NCBPE), using equation (2.6) 

 

56789 =  6789 −  6789���6789�� −  6789���                                    �2.6	 

In the fuzzy system, two input variables, one output variable, is used as fuzzy variables. 

Three fuzzy sets are considered as LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH. The associated 

membership functions are leftTriange (TL), Triangle (T) and rightTriangle (TR). The 

definitions of TL, T and TR are shown using equations (2.7), (2.8) and, (2.9). 

;< =  = 1        �>  � <  � �3 − ��3 − �      �>  � ≤ � ≤  �30     �> � >  � 
                                      �2.7	 

 

; =  
⎩⎪⎪
⎨⎪
⎪⎧ 0            �> � <  � 2 � − � �3 − �               �> � ≤ � ≤ �3 + � 22 �3 −  ��3 − �             �> �3 + � 2 < � ≤ �30         �> � >  �3

                          �2.8	 
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;I =  = 0        �>  � <  � � − � �3 − �      �>  � ≤ � ≤  �31     �> � >  �3
                                      �2.9	 

where a1 and a2 are the critical parameters to determine the shape and location of the 

function. A substantial improvement is observed in IWPSO performance with adaptive 

IW using the fuzzy system when compared with BPSO. The Experimental setup is 

shown in the Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6 : Experimental setup of Yuhui Shi and Eberhart [51] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

function 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

20, 40, 

80 
10, 20, 30 

Fuzzy 

Adaptive 

IW 

Rastrigin [2.56, 

5.12], 

Rosenbrock [15, 

30], Griewank 

[300, 600] 

1000, 

1500, 

2000 

50 

 

 Zhang et al. [52] proposed Random IW (RIW) to improve the performance of 

IWPSO. RIW overcomes two LDIW flaws. Firstly, reducing the IW reliance on the 

maximal iteration, which is difficult to predict before experiments. Second, it avoids a 

lack of local search capability early in the run and lacks global search capability later 

in the run. 

 � = ��                                                                      �2.10	 

where rn is a random number uniformly distributes in [0, 1]. With RIW-based PSO, it 

is possible to address the shortcomings of LDIW-based PSO, which lacks local search 

capability early in the run and global search capability later. The Experimental setup 

is shown in the Table 2.7. 

Table 2.7 : Experimental setup of Zhang et al. [52] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

function 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

20, 40, 

80 
10, 20, 30 RIW 

Rastrigin [2.56, 

5.12], 

Rosenbrock [15, 

30], Griewank 

[300, 600] 

1000, 

1500, 

2000 

500 
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The efficiency of the PSO algorithm with random number inertia weight has been 

thoroughly studied using three non-linear functions, which are described in Table 2.7. 

It has been discovered that RIW-based PSO outperforms LDIW-based PSO. 

 

 Wei and Wang [53] proposed Dynamic PSO (DPSO). The IW is computed 

using equations (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13). K =    L ×< ∑ N∑ �"�K�% − "�KOOOOO%	3P%Q L�Q   ∈  �0, 1	                      �2.11	   

 

where N – swarm size, n – number of variables, L – maximal length of diagonal in 

search space, posid is the pos of the ith in the dth coordinate and "�KOOOOOd  - average values 

of all the particles in the dth coordinate. The lower the value of s, the more clustered the 

swarm is; when the swarm is centralized, it becomes impossible for the algorithm to 

veer away from the local optimum. ℎ =  S�TU�VWX	S�TU�VWXYZ	  ∈ �0, 1	                                                     �2.12	  

 

where h – speed. It is equal to 1 when the global optimum is found. � =  �. − ℎ�[ − K�V                                                 �2.13	 

 

where ω0 = 1, ωh ∈(0.4, 0.6), ωs ∈(0.1, 0.2). From the experiments, it is found that 

DPSO performed bitterly. The experiment settings are shown in the Table 2.8. 

 

Table 2.8 : Experimental setup of Wei and Wang [53] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

function 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

20, 40, 

80 

2 - Branin, 

Goldstein, 

Six-Hump 

Camel-Back 

5 – 

Rastrigin 

30 – Sphere 

DPSO 

Branin [-5, 15], 

Goldstein [-2, 2], 

Six-Hump 

Camel-Back [-5, 

5], Rastrigin [-

5.12, 5.12], 

Sphere [-100, 

100] 

1000 10 

 

 Pant et al. [54] proposed a new IW, which uses half the value of Gaussian 

random number, shown using equation (2.14). Gaussian Inertia Weight PSO + 

Exponential Distribution (GWPSO+ED), Gaussian Inertia Weight PSO + Gaussian 
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Distribution (GWPSO+GD) and Gaussian Inertia Weight PSO + Uniform Distribution 

(GWPSO+UD) are introduced. The Experimental setup is shown in the Table 2.9 

� =  �\K�����	2                                                    �2.14	 

Table 2.9: Experimental setup of Pant et al. [54] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

No. of 

Benchmark 

functions used 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

30 

2 – 20 

based on 

benchmark 

function 

GWPSO+ED, 

GWPSO+GD, 

GWPSO+UD 

20 10000 30 

From the experiments, it is found that GWPSO+ED, GWPSO+GD have significant 

improvement. 

 

 Wang and Li [55] proposed a version of IW computation. It is given as equation 

(2.15). �W = 0.9 − � W])*+	 X 0.5                                  (2.15) 

where t is, the iteration and Tmax is the maximum number of Iterations. The experimental 

results have shown that the new version of PSO is performing better than BPSO. Wheel 

topology is used for neighbourhood communication. The Experimental setup is shown 

in the Table 2.10. 

Table 2.10 : Experimental setup of Wang and Li [55] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

functions 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

30 10 
Improved 

PSO 

Rastrigin [2.56, 

5.12], 

Rosenbrock [15, 

30], Griewank 

[300, 600] 

1000 50 

 

 Yadmellat et al. [56] proposed a new Fuzzy tuned IWPSO, called Fuzzy 

Improved PSO (FIPSO). The IW is tuned to improve the performance of the swarm. In 

this model, current iteration and average relative velocity (∆ _�`a��	 	 are the two 

decision variables used in the fuzzy system. It is shown through equation (2.16) and 

equation (2.17). ∆_�`a =  |_�`a��	 − _�`a�� − 1	|                           �2.16	 
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_�`a��	 =  1
c 
 dee_�`�%                                      �2.17	

P�
 

where m is the swarm size and D is the number of dimensions.  The fuzzy rules used 

for computing IW is shown in the Table 2.11. 

 

Table 2.11: Fuzzy rules 

 t 

  S M L 

∇ vel(t) 

S L L M 

M L M S 

L M S S 

 

The membership function is shown in the Fig 2.1. 

 

Fig 2.2: Figure of memberships for fuzzy inference inputs and outputs method 

 

In order to find the best solution, careful management of global exploration and 

local exploitation is necessary. This trade-off is resolved by selecting larger IW values 

when average relative velocity is low to preserve population diversity and prevent local 

optima. Smaller IW values at the end to maintain strong convergence potential and 

reduce average relative velocity. It is recommended that high average relative velocity 

values be set to smaller IW values to prevent swarms from being found in space 

boundaries. The Experimental setup is shown in the Table 2.12. 
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Table 2.12 : Experimental setup of Yadmellat et al. [56] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

functions 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

20, 30 10, 20, 30 FIPSO 

Rosenbrock [-15, 

30], Griewank [-

300, 600] 

1000, 

1500. 

2000 

30 

The performance of FIPSO is remarkable when compared with other PSOs [56]. 

 

Tian et al. [57] composed a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) to tune IW and 

acceleration coefficients. FLC takes two variables, one Increment Global Operator 

(IGO) and Deviation of Particle Fitness Value (DPFV). The IGO is calculated using 

equation (2.18). fgh =  "�KT�� − 1	 −  "�KT��	        ���ℎ � ≥ 2                       �2.18	  
where "�KT�� − 1	 is the global optimum of the swarm at (t-1)th  iteration and "�KT��	 is the global iteration of the swarm at tth iteration. The value of IGO is negative, 

zero or positive. If IGO is negative, obtaining a global optimum is impossible and the 

particles diverge from the best solution. The swarm moves toward the solution if IGO 

is optimistic. Particles remain in their original positions if IGO is equal to zero. The 

DPFV is calculated using equation (2.19). A higher DPFV indicates a more divergent 

swarm, while a lower DPFV indicates a more convergent swarm. As a result, a control 

strategy to change particle distribution would be implemented. 

d8jk =  l15 em>� −  >o̅3L
�Q                                        �2.19	 

where fi is the ith particle fitness value > p is the average fitness value for the current 

iteration, N – population size. Gaussian membership functions, equation (2.20) are used 

to represent the two input variables, while Triangle membership functions are used to 

represent the two output variables (2.6) – (2.8).  

>�!	 = exp 0− 12 t31 ,   t =  8�! −  ! !3 −  !                               �2.20	 

The essential parameters x1 and x2 define the form and position of the functions 

whereas y is a computing quantity that is somewhere in the middle. The new proposed 

PSO used FLC and called a Novel Fuzzy PSO (NFPSO). The Experimental setup is 

shown in the Table 2.13. 
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Table 2.13 : Experimental setup of Tian et al. [57] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

functions 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

20, 40, 

80 
10, 20, 30 NFPSO 

Rastrigin [2.56, 

5.12], 

Rosenbrock [15, 

30], Griewank 

[300, 600] 

1000, 

1500, 

2000 

30 

The performance of NFPSO is feasible and effective when compared with other PSOs. 

 

 Juan Carlos Vazquez et al. [58] implemented a fuzzy system for specific 

parameters whose values change dynamically. Vazquez aim is to find a more optimal 

solution while staying away from local minimums. Vazquez also considered topologies 

for better results. Star Topology for gbest PSO and Ring, Von Neumann, Random 

topologies for lbest PSO. Eberhart and Kennedy [30] and Engelbretch [92] presented 

and reviewed gbest PSO and lbest PSO. 

  

The proposed fuzzy system by Vazquez et al. [58] considered the following 

mechanism. 

(i) No. of iterations for unchanged best fitness (NU) and IW are two inputs. 

(ii) c1, c2 and ω are the three outputs. 

(iii) Three fuzzy sets, LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH. 

(iv) Three membership functions, namely, left triangle, right triangle and 

triangle. 

The NU is normalized to [0.0, 1.0]. IW is in the range [0.2, 1.2]. c1, c2, the 

acceleration coefficients are bounded between [1.0, 2.0]. The Experimental setup is 

shown in the Table 2.14. 

Table 2.14 : Experimental setup of Vazquez et al [58] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

No. of 

Benchmark 

functions used 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

256 

and 30 
1, 2, N 

Fuzzy 

System 

PSO 

(FSPSO) 

7 10000 30 

 The dynamically changing IW, gbest PSO performed elegantly in finding an 

optimal solution with mentioned benchmark functions. 
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 Abido [106] proposed an annealing decrement function for decreasing IW and 

it is shown as equation (2.21).  �W = u ×  �Wv                                              �2.21	 

where u  is a decrement constant closer and smaller than 1. The IW is used in 

Multiobjective PSO (MOPSO) and applied to environmental/economic power dispatch 

problem. The experimental results demonstrated that the MOPSO is found superior to 

the other methods used in the study.  

 

Arumugam et al [12] proposed Inertia Weight Used in the Present Work 

(GLbestIW). The inertia weight is not set to a fixed value or a linearly decreasing time-

varying function in this method. The IW is a function of the particles' local best (pbest) 

and global best (gbest) values in each generation. GLbestIW is computed using 

equation (2.22). 

gw\�K�fx = �1.1 −  �\�K���"\�K��	                                      �2.22	 

The effect of the inertia weight on the PSO's success in achieving the best solution for 

single-stage hybrid system control is clearly seen. The new idea of determining inertia 

weight in terms of local and global best values aids the PSO in solving any high-

dimensional optimal control problem more quickly and accurately. From the 

experimental results, it is observed that the PSO using GLbestIW provided better results 

when compared with other PSO methods discussed in the paper. 

Y. del Valle et al. [107] presented that PSO is a stochastic-based search 

technique with its roots in artificial life, social psychology and engineering and 

computer science. In the PSO, the movement of each particle naturally evolves to an 

optimal or near-optimal solution. The paper discussed various variants of PSO. 

Prabha Umapathy et al. [108] studied the effect of IW in PSO in solving 

optimization problems. Constant Inertia Weight, Time-Varying Inertia Weight and 

GLbestIW based PSOs are applied to Optimal flow problem (OPF) in power systems. 

The goal of the OPF issue is to reduce fuel costs when determining a control strategy 

based on continuous and discrete control variables, including generator bus voltages, 

transformer tap locations and reactive power installations. On the regular IEEE 30 bus 

test framework, the performance of the GLbestIW-based PSO is validated. GLbestIW 
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PSO outperforms other approaches in terms of high-quality solution, consistency, 

quicker integration and precision, as shown in various trials. 

Bansal et al. [59] conducted experiments with 15 different IW methods over 

five optimization test problems to propose a better approach for PSO users with IW. 

The IW methods are named below are considered for the experiments. 

(i) Constant IW [22] 

(ii) Random IW [92] 

(iii) Adaptive IW [109] 

(iv) Sigmoid Increasing IW [110] 

(v) Sigmoid Decreasing IW [110] 

(vi) Linear Decreasing IW [111] 

(vii) The Chaotic IW[112] 

(viii) Random Chaotic IW[112] 

(ix) Oscillating IW [113] 

(x) Global-Local Best IW [12] 

(xi) Simulated Annealing IW [114] 

(xii) Natural Exponent IW Strategy-I [115] 

(xiii) Natural Exponent IW Strategy-II [115] 

(xiv) Logarithmic Decreasing IW [116] 

(xv) Exponent Decreasing IW [49] 

 

The Experimental setup is shown in the Table 2.15. 

 

Table 2.15 : Experimental setup of Bansal et al. [59] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

Benchmark 

functions 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

50 10 (i) – (xv) 

Sphere [-5.12, 

5.12], Griewank 

[-600, 600], 

Rastrigin [-5.12, 

5.12], 

Rosenbrock [-5, 

10], Ackley [-30, 

30] 

1000 30 
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Bansal [59] considered constant IW as 0.7 to compare constant inertia weight 

PSO performance with other existing IW based PSOs [59]. Based on the requirement 

of swarm exploration and exploitation, the inertia weight is set for solving different 

optimization problems. From the results, it is observed that for improved precision, 

Chaotic IW is the better technique. For maximum effectiveness, the RIW is 

recommended. 

 Maca [60] presented three random update strategies for IW. The random 

components of the tested IW are created using a Beta Distribution (BD) of various 

shape parameter values. The Table 2.16 shows the three tested IW strategies based on 

BD. 

 

Table 2.16 : Tested IW updates based on BD 

PSO Formula for Weight Update 
Random 

Component 

RBld �� = y��� − ��	 ×  ���� −  �	���   +   ��  z − �\2  rb ∼ Beta (bst, bst) 

RBrr �� = y��� − ��	 ×  ���� −  �	���   +   ��  z − �\2  rb ∼ Beta (r1, r2) 

RBRa �� = y��� −  ��	 ×  ���� −  �	���   +   ��  z −  �\ ��  rb ∼ Beta (r1, r2) 

 

Based on asymmetric Beta distribution with linearly varied shape parameters bst, the 

RBld represents the LDIW with random component. The iteration t controls the bst, 

which are represented as equation (2.23). 

\KW =  �\K�� −  \K���	 � − 1��� − 1 + \K���                    �2.23	  
where bst = p = q denotes the symmetrical BD form parameters that are added to 

random number generation in time t. 

The RBRrr IW strategy uses shape parameters r1∼U(0, 1) and r2 ∼U(0, 1) that 

are chosen at random (0, 1). For one generation, the simulated random component is 

mostly random numbers created from various asymmetrical BDs. It is worth noting that 

the likelihood of r1 = r2 is lower than that of r1≠ r2. 
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The RBRa is a tweaked strategy of the original logistic mapping. The noise 

produced by the BD random generator is combined with IW that is linearly varied. Both 

symmetrical and asymmetrical BDs can be produced using the randomly varied form 

parameters. The Experimental setup is tabulated in the Table 2.17. 

Table 2.17 : Experimental setup of Maca [60] 

Swarm 

Size 
Dimension 

Inertia 

Weight(s) 

No. of 

Benchmark 

functions used 

No of 

Iterations 

No. of 

Simulations 

40 10 
3 three 

strategies 

28 (unimodal and 

multimodal) 
1000 30 

 

According to the findings of the comparison test based on the unadjusted median, RBld 

and RBrr are the better single swarm strategies. 

Cai [61] proposed the idea of a floating variable with a constantly evolving IW to 

speed up PSO convergence. Six test functions are used to evaluate the new PSO's 

output. They are Ackley, Alpine, Griewank, Rastrigin, Rosenbrock and Schwfel’s 

problem. For all the benchmark functions or test functions considered above, there are 

a total of eight dimensions that are taken into account. When comparing the 

optimization performance of BPSO and LDIWPSO, it can be shown that the Improved 

PSO algorithm is superior. 

 

2.3 SUMMARY 

 
Various IW computing techniques to increase PSO efficiency have been found 

in the studies. The search potential is dynamically modified by adjusting the IW 

dynamically. The right inertia weight balances global and local explorations, resulting 

in a smoother convergence to the best solution. 

 


